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Receiver/Antenna

The best location for the receiver/antenna is centered on left of the front windshield.
The antenna should be mounted vertically.

No.9 4pin digital control module
-User can unlock the door without transmitter by input the secret code that user register.
-User can operate door lock function to simple operation without transmitter at the parking.
-If you input the wrong code, the security function is operated.
1.Operating
Operation of all function must be started in the standby mode that the display
segment slowly rotate.
1)Door lock
STEP1: If you press the switch one time in the standby mode,LED blinks one time
and the display segment is roteated fast.(maintained for 30sec)
STEP2: Knock the sensor more than 5times after get off the car within 30sec
and close the all doors, then door will be locked.
(If you press the switch again within 30 sec,LED blinks 2times and lock
funcion is canceled.)
2)Door unlock
STEP1: Knock the sensor more than 5times at the standby mode.
(The call function is operated one time at the first knock)
STEP2: During the numbers automatically count with delay each 2sec from 0 to 9,
knock the sensor at the registered CODE.Then selected number blinks 5times
and it automatically repeat next number form "0".
STEP3: Select the remainder 3CODES as upper STEP2.
If you select all CODES in order,Door open function is operated.
CAUTION:If you input a wrong code 5times whithin one Hour,"U" is
marked and all function are stopped for one hour.
If you press the switch, this function is canceled.
3)Secret code registrantion
STEP1: Press the switch 20times at standby mode and then LED blinks 2times.
STEP2: Knock the sensor more than 5times within 30sec.During the numbers
automaticlly count with delay each 2sec from 0 to 9,knock the sensor
at a number you want.Then selected number blinks 5times and it auto
-matically repeat next number from "0".
And if you input consecutively all 4 numbers as upper STEP2,a new
code is inputted. If you want to change the secret CODE,you have to
repeat STEP 1-2.
CAUTION : User's secret code must be registered by user.
(Factory setting code is "1234")
2.Installation
First of all,stick the sticker on the inside the windshield of the wheel,and stick the
control module on that sticker.
Sensitivity adjustment: If you turn the volume under the switch to the right,sensitivity
of knock will be more sensitive(Normal location : center)
Secret code reset: If you put on the 4pin cable again with press the switch, secret CODE
is changed to "1234"

